COMMUNITY WILDFIRE PROTECTION PLAN AREAS

**CWPP AREA**

**EXTREME RISK**
- ANCHOR POINT / HAPPY VALLEY / NIKOLAEVSK*
  - 177,100 Acres
- DIAMOND RIDGE / FRITZ CREEK / FOX RIVER*
  - 159,400 Acres
- HOMER / KACHEMAK*
  - 10,300 Acres
- KALIFORNSKY / KASILOF / COHOE / CLAM GULCH*
  - 117,400 Acres
- KENAI*
  - 20,800 Acres
- MOOSE PASS / CROWN POINT / PRIMROSE*
  - 23,200 Acres
- NIKISKI / SALAMATOF / GREY CLIFFS*
  - 102,000 Acres
- NINILCHIK / NINILCHIK FORTIES*
  - 172,600 Acres

**HIGH RISK**
- ANCHOR POINT / HAPPY VALLEY / NIKOLAEVSK*
  - 32,600 Acres
- BEAR CREEK / SEWARD / LOWELL POINT*
  - 43,500 Acres
- BLACK CREEK COVE AND VICINITY*
  - 66,900 Acres
- HOPE / SUNRISE / SUMMIT*
  - 78,400 Acres
- STERLING*
  - 86,600 Acres

**MODERATE RISK**
- SELEDON*
  - 11,500 Acres

**LOW RISK**
- BEAR CREEK / SEWARD / LOWELL POINT*
  - 3,600 Acres
- NIKISKI*
  - 3,600 Acres
- PORT GRAHAM*
  - 7,000 Acres
- TYONEK / BELUGA*
  - 109,600 Acres

**TOTAL**
- 1,273,500 Acres

*INITIAL CWPP COMPLETE
* PLANNING PROCESS CURRENTLY UNDERWAY

---
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